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Abstract—While there exist frameworks to study the induction, manifestation, duration and general nature of emotions like shame, guilt, embarrassment and pride in humans, the same cannot be said for other species. This is because such ‘complex’ emotions have situational inductions and manifestations that supposedly vary due to differences between and within different species’ ethology. This paper looks at the socio-adaptive functions of guilt to posit why this emotion might be observed across varying species. Primarily, the experimental paradigm of guilt-assessment in domesticated dogs is critiqued for lack of ethological consideration in its measurement and analysis. It is argued that a paradigm for guilt-assessment should measure the species-specific prosocial approach behavior instead of the immediate feedback of the ‘guilty’. Finally, it is asserted that the origin of guilt is subjective and if it must be studied across a plethora of species, its definition must be tailored to fit accordingly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emotion ‘guilt’ is defined as a feeling of having committed a wrong or failed an obligation to another [13]. It is supposed ‘complexity’ arises from the acknowledgement of the other in relation to oneself. To feel guilty, one requires self-consciousness and the ability to be self-conscious is claimed to be inconsistently spread across species like dogs, elephants and dolphins, ants, magpies, apes, and various others [4], [20], [22], [25]. Hence, researchers have questioned the existence of guilt and other self-conscious emotions in such species if they do not all display an awareness of the self. This article first addresses how guiltiness is adaptive and, therefore, why it might be observed across multiple species.

Guilt is said to originate from empathy and the more empathetic an individual, the more prone to feeling guilty they are [10]. The socio-adaptive functions of feeling guilt are therefore similar to those of being empathetic which are to preserve, protect and reinforce interpersonal relationships [8]. Many animal species—both domesticated [11] and not [23]—are known to exhibit the appropriate helping responses to those in distress which can only arise through an awareness of others’ feelings. Therefore, it is reasonable to assert that the same animals might experience guiltiness (possibly for not helping someone in distress) given the right conditions. ‘Right conditions’ imply those that incite interest of the animal for other species. This is because such ‘complex’ emotions have situational inductions and manifestations that supposedly vary due to differences between and within different species’ ethology. This paper looks at the socio-adaptive functions of guilt to posit why this emotion might be observed across varying species. Primarily, the experimental paradigm of guilt-assessment in domesticated dogs is critiqued for lack of ethological consideration in its measurement and analysis. It is argued that a paradigm for guilt-assessment should measure the species-specific prosocial approach behavior instead of the immediate feedback of the ‘guilty’. Finally, it is asserted that the origin of guilt is subjective and if it must be studied across a plethora of species, its definition must be tailored to fit accordingly.

II. GUILT-ASSESSMENT PARADIGM IN DOGS

Paradigms that are supposed to assess ‘guilt’ in animals do not always account the differences between our goals and the goals of other species. Take, for example, the ‘doggy guilty-look’ and its subsequent paradigm. When dog owners are asked to describe their pet’s guilty-look, their answers remain largely similar—the dog averts eye contact, lifts its paw, has downward or drooping ears, has a bent head, etc. [14]. Experimentally, it has been shown that dogs express these ‘guilty-look’ features towards angry owners even when they have not ‘committed a wrong’ [17]. Since they display some features of the look whether or not they have been accused truthfully, it has been concluded that dogs probably do not experience guilt [26]. However, the paradigm itself can be critiqued on multiple levels.

III. CRITIQUE

A. Failure to Address Empathetic Displays in Dogs

The Horowitz guilt-assessment paradigm does not account for the fact that domestic dogs are bred to be highly ‘empathetic’. Not only are dogs very interested in and motivated to interact with humans [6], but it has also been shown that dogs can perceive affect from human voices and expressions and synchronize their own affect accordingly [18]. In this manner, when people are in distress, dogs ‘sense’ it and lend a helping paw [11]. It may be theorized that, like humans and certain primates, dogs are good at perceiving physiological arousal in people (possibly through odor and tone of voice) and, therefore, rely on it for cues about a person’s affective state.

In the experimental paradigm under consideration, one possible explanation is that dogs empathetically sense their owner’s ‘anger’ towards them. While they do not have the concept called “anger” like humans do, they definitely perceive the owner’s outward expression as driven by a negative effect. Dogs then immediately take on a submissive role to show their cooperation which is depicted through what most people believe is their ‘guilty-look’. Whether this look is guilt or not has not been experimentally verified. However, ‘affectively sensing threat followed by submissiveness’ as an explanation over ‘guilt’ does explain why dogs express the

1In summary, either the dog is made to eat the ‘forbidden cookie’ by the experimenter or the experimenter eats the cookie. When the owner returns to find missing cookie, in two or four conditions they express ‘anger’ at the dog. The dependent variable becomes whether or not the dog will display aspects of its ‘guilty-look’.
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same look even when they are falsely accused. One could posit that this paradigm is a better test for the existence of empathy in dogs than it is for the non-existence of guilt.

B. Dogs as Dependent on Owners

Dogs are also bred to be highly dependent on their owners. Unlike their highly independent close cousin—wolves—dogs rely on their owner for food, safety, affection and entertainment. When their owner shouts at them, even if they have not committed a ‘crime’, dogs might have no alternative but to ‘look guilty’ (take on a submissive role) since it is in their best interest to cooperate.

It has been experimentally validated that dogs experience more negative affect (anxiouslyness) on being petted by unfamiliar people in comparison to familiairs [19]. Hence, as moderated by their anxiety levels, being unreasonably shouted at by the experimenter would probably not elicit the submissive ‘guilty-look’ but, rather, aggressiveness from the dogs in Horowitz’s study. This is because they do not depend on strangers for any basic needs and, therefore, do not have a pre-existing bond with the stranger. The current paradigm assumes that dogs would behave like humans do when they are falsely and, therefore, by human standards, ‘wrongfully’ accused.

C. “Guilty-Look” as an Insufficient Dependent Variable

Finally, relying on a dog’s immediate response towards their owner’s anger is problematic. Only evaluating expressions is a poor means of determining ones emotions as it often is not significantly representative of one’s emotional state. In fact, facial expressions of the basic emotions were not discovered by observing faces. Barrett (2017) writes, “Scientists stipulated those facial poses, inspired by Darwin’s book –The Expression of Emotion in Man and Animals- and asked actors to portray them. And now these faces are simply assumed to be universal expressions of emotion” [2].

Emotional states can be partially gauged through neural activity, facial expressions and body language, the manner of situational induction, past learning, memory, general disposition, current physiological state and various other factors. However, there is no one determining criteria. This supports the ‘constructionist’ idea of emotions which affirms that each emotion lacks any facial, bodily or neural ‘fingerprint’ [2]. Worth considering is the idea that humans beings project a culturally-acquired stereotypic image of a ‘guilty’ onto dogs. When people believe the dog has ‘wronged’ by their standards, they think of what they have learned in their environment as the culturally promoted expression of guilt and look for it in the dog’s demeanor. For example, the dog averting its eyes is interpreted as part of the subjective experience of the dog’s guilt, since it has been observed in our species that dishonest individuals find it difficult to make eye contact. When the dog tucks its tail and looks ‘smaller’, its behavior is implicitly perceived as shame, guilt or regret because people who experience either of these states take on a ‘humbling’ body-language. However, whether these characteristics of the guilty-look are representative for guilt in dogs (or even in humans) and are not simply products of a cultural understanding of guilt has not been verified.

Another important note in the case of the dog-guilt paradigm, anecdotal evidence by the owner is heavily influenced by her/his appraisals of their pet’s emotional states within a perceived context. Owners, therefore, report that their dog is expressing the guilty-look when nothing has actually happened, but they are made to believe their dog did something it was not supposed to do [21]. As a counter to this, a functionalist approach to the study of guilt must be employed. Using such an approach, not only can one can avoid this pet-owner bias but also expand observation beyond mere impressions of the guilty-look.

III. A FUNCTIONALIST APPROACH-BASED PARADIGM

The functionalist approach advocates that an emotion’s adaptive ability is determined by how the individual behaves to alter the situation that induced that emotion [1]. Such behaviors follow the emotional experience. However, they are not necessarily immediate. Functionally speaking, guilt becomes “prosocial” since it to leads to self-corrective behaviors geared towards strengthening social relationships [3], [16]. This characteristic self-correction is not observed through facial responses but how the guilty acts towards the injured party. Hence, a better dependent variable that characterizes the experience of guilt is the approach or avoidance behavior of the wrongdoer toward the injured party.

A. Measuring Prosocial Behavior for Guilt-Assessment

In children and primates, experimentally induced guilt has been linked to an increase in prosocial approach behaviors [5], [7]. Pet owners agree that their pet approaches the one it has hurt immediately or soon after committing a ‘crime’ and is more ‘attentive’ toward the injured party. It is reasonable to think that prosocial behaviors are an embodied means of ‘wanting to make amends.’ This is contrasted with emotions like shame which involves feelings of wanting to hide or escape to “save face” [12]. One could posit that prosocial approach behaviors in all animals are mediated by the amount of unpleasant arousal that “guilty feelings” create (See Fig. 1).

![Induction of guilt](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram for a plausible paradigm of guilt assessment with “Arousal” mediating the IV: Induction of guilt and the DV: Remedial Prosocial Behavior**

Measuring approach-behaviors also makes a paradigm applicable across different species, since it is based on the idea that cooperation is a fundamental evolutionary tool used by each species in its own way. Operationalizing these behaviors takes into account the species ethology— the general context in which the species acts. Hence, approach behaviors can be operationalized in a variety of ways depending on the species in question. These include turning to face the injured party more often, rolling over to reveal one’s belly after
approaching, a low and slow approach toward the injured party, amount of eye contact with the injured party, ‘affectionate touch’ in primates, etc.

One area of difficulty when assessing prosocial behaviors is that they are claimed to arise from ‘self-conscious’ emotions but also from empathy. Hence, one cannot draw a causal link between prosocial behaviors and the subjective experience of guilt. ‘Pure’ empathy without any guilty feeling may also drive of prosocial approach behaviors in a given species. Hence, in reference to this paper, the question for research to answer is, “At what point and/or in what situation does an animal’s prosocial empathy become an expression of guilt?”

B. Ethology-Specific Induction of Guilt

While various arguments for what should be measured in a paradigm for guilt-assessment are provided, how guilt may be induced across species has not been addressed. This is for the simple reason that the induction of guilt will vary with the ethology of the species. While the experimental measure (dependent variable) may be classed as species-specific prosocial approach behavior, guilt-induction (independent variable) must be calibrated based on the goals, interests, roles, hierarchical systems, beliefs, etc., of another species. For example, for the induction of guilt in housecats, the pre-existing experiment of eating a ‘forbidden’ food would probably not be very effective as eliciting guilt. This is because, in comparison, cats are not as dependent on their owners as dogs are [24]. It is possible that cats also are not as willing as dogs are to listen to their owner’s request. Instead, domesticated young cats are motivated to hunt and present their kill to their caretakers as ‘gifts’ [15]. This usually an gers definition of guilt as ‘having failed an obligation’ while also that is expressed aggressively from somebody close to them. alter their behavior in response to learning that their ‘own’ domesticated young cats are motivated to hunt and present their function. The underlying idea to adopt that that guilt
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Having specified how the induction and measurement of guilt should be carried out, the definition of guilt should also be evaluated if it is to be studied across species. Descriptive self-reports of the experience of guilt are currently not possible between humans and other species and anecdotal evidence claiming the emotions behind their behavior is subject to an anthropomorphic bias. To counteract this, when creating a paradigm for guilt-assessment, is important to do away with the idea of universality of emotions, especially in their function. The underlying idea to adopt that that guilt serves different functions for different species and hence might mean something else for each of them. For instance, some theories assert that guilt arises from realizing that one has disobeyed a pre-existing arrangement of morals with one had with another [9], it follows that the reciprocity of morals becomes the functional defining character of it. However, this definition is arguably more applicable to pack animals (wolves, goats, elephants, lions) or primates (apes, chimps, bonobos) who live in communities that have pre-existing moral structures than species who are more independent (cats, owls, bears, skunks, leopards). Does that mean that the latter do not feel guilt?

One could speculate that while non-pack animals may have few moral commitments, without a community, they do have ‘bonds’ with the few members they get attached to –members who may or may not be conspecific. Feelings of ‘bondedness’ imply the possibility of affect-mirroring, emotion contagion or a kind of ‘empathy.’ Hence, for such animals the ‘guilt arises from empathy’ theory of origination [16] might be more applicable with synchronized affect being the functionally defining marker of the expression of guilt. Both these definitions may apply to certain species (dogs) and neither to others. However, definitions pave the way for how the experiment will unfold so one must ensure it fits the species.

Arguably, the definition of guilt in the Horowitz (2009) dog experiment failed to incorporate the origin of guilt through empathy and the socio-adaptive function of empathy for dogs. This led to the inaccurate sensationalization of the lack of guilt in dogs [26]. When one understands dogs in terms of the traits we have selected in them –to synchronize affect (‘empathize’) and behave dependently towards loved ones– submission by the dogs as observed in the experiment is a predictable response.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a paradigm for studying guilt in animals has three parts:

(i) The manner of its induction (IV) which may be altered by using the ethology of the animal such that its goals, needs and interests are considered when crafting a paradigm.

(ii) The way it is measured (DV) which should look at prosocial approach behaviors which vary for different species and are better measures than immediate feedback responses that are subject to bias.

(iii) A definition of guilt that fits the species’ motivations and needs; not vice versa.

Using these key features, the researcher believes a suitable paradigm of guilt-assessment may be crafted that can be adjusted to fit not only dogs, but all kinds of species.
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